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(54) HEAT DISSIPATION DISC FOR A CLUTCH MECHANISM

(57) Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism ap-
plicable for the incorporation thereof in a variable
number, alternatingly intercalated between the friction
discs of an oil-immersed multi-disc clutch, and being pro-
vided with inner or outer toothing (2) for engaging either
the crankshaft or the gearshift, characterized by being
configured from at least two solid outer steel discs (3)
and a central spacer disc (4), all of them being attached

to one another concentrically like a sandwich; and where-
in the central disc (4) has a series of open grooves (41)
on its surface with an exit on one of the edges thereof,
and the outer discs (3) have a plurality of notches (31)
on one of the edges thereof, said grooves (41) and said
notches (31) determining an increased surface area on
the edges of the dissipation disc (1).
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Description

Object of the Invention

[0001] As expressed in the title of the present specifi-
cation, the invention relates to a heat dissipation disc for
a clutch mechanism which provides its intended function
with novel features and advantages that will be described
in detail below and entail a significant improvement over
the current state of the art within its field of application.
[0002] More particularly, the object of the invention fo-
cuses on a disc for oil-immersed multi-disc clutch mech-
anisms, of the type applicable for motorcycles, compris-
ing a pack of discs formed by alternatingly intercalated
steel metal discs and friction discs, where some discs
have an outer toothing that engages the crankshaft by
means of the drum or crown wheel, and others have an
inner toothing for engaging the gearshift through the hub,
and is innovatively replaced with conventional one-piece
steel discs to provide greater heat dissipation capacity,
being formed to that end by at least three disc-shaped
parts, specifically two outer steel discs and a central ven-
tilated disc made of the same or a different material which
separates the outer discs, and the design of which in-
creases the surface area and assures the internal flow
of centrifuged oil between said parts, improving the heat
dissipation capacity of the assembly.

Field of Application of the Invention

[0003] The field of application of the present invention
is comprised within the sector of the industry dedicated
to the manufacture of mechanical apparatus and devices
for vehicles, focusing on the field of clutch mechanisms,
and more particularly multi-disc clutches for motorcycles.

Background of the Invention

[0004] Multi-disc clutches work according to the same
principle as conventional clutches, with the exception that
they use a "pack" of discs instead of a single disc, where
some discs have an outer toothing that engages the
crankshaft by means of the "drum" or crown wheel, and
other discs, intercalated between the preceding ones,
have an inner toothing that engages the gearshift by
means of the "hub". In the resting state, a series of coil
springs presses on this pack of discs, so the drum and
the hub rotate integrally. The use thereof is limited to
motorcycles since the torque they transmit to the gear-
shift is much higher than that produced by the crankshaft
due to the primary gear reduction ratio, which is non-
existent in an automobile. Therefore, the coupling must
be much more progressive, the process being improved
as it is submerged in an oil bath that absorbs the heating
that is caused by friction and is furthermore distributed
among several discs.
[0005] In any case, the discs with the outer toothing
are usually made of friction materials, hence they are

known as friction discs, whereas the discs with the inner
toothing intercalated between them are usually steel
discs, although there are also clutch mechanisms in
which the discs made from friction material and steel have
an inverse toothing provided therein.
[0006] The problem to be solved by the present inven-
tion is derived from the use of the clutch in enduro- and
trial-type motorcycles in which the clutch is slipped ex-
cessively to achieve greater control of the motorcycle,
so the temperature generated in the steel discs and in
the oil increases significantly with respect to how it is
done in other types of driving, and the heat dissipation
capacity of the aforementioned conventional discs is not
sufficient for optimal performance of the assembly, where
it is desirable to increase said heat dissipation capacity.
[0007] Furthermore, another typical problem of these
types of motor sports is to produce steel discs that are
flat enough so that there is no residual torque when the
clutch is open, i.e., slipping; this being very critical in en-
duro and trial motorcycles in which, as mentioned, a great
deal of control of the clutch is required.
[0008] The objective of the present invention is there-
fore to introduce on the market a new type of multi-disc
clutch mechanism for motorcycles, particularly devised
for enduro- and trial-type motorcycles but without this
entailing any limitation, comprising an innovative type of
discs that replaces conventional steel discs and optimiz-
es the heat dissipation capacity of the assembly, and
furthermore minimizes the difficulty of achieving com-
pletely flat discs, preventing the existence of residual
torque.
[0009] On the other hand and as a reference to the
current state of the art, it must be indicated that the ap-
plicant at least is unaware of the existence of any other
heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism or any other
invention of similar application having technical, structur-
al and constitutive features identical or similar to the fea-
tures of the invention herein proposed and claimed.

Brief Description of the Invention

[0010] The heat dissipation disc for a clutch mecha-
nism proposed by the invention is therefore configured
as a remarkable novelty within its field of application,
since the objectives indicated above are specifically and
satisfactorily achieved based on its implementation, the
characterizing details thereof which make it possible and
which distinguish it being conveniently included in the
final claims accompanying the present description.
[0011] As pointed out above, the invention proposes a
disc intended for being incorporated, in a plural manner,
in an oil-immersed multi-disc clutch mechanism, replac-
ing each of the conventional steel metal discs that are
intercalated between friction discs (made of friction ma-
terial), where preferably but without limitation, said fric-
tion discs have an outer toothing for engaging the crank-
shaft by means of the drum or crown wheel, and the other
discs, i.e., the discs according to the invention, have an
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inner toothing for engaging the gearshift through the hub,
which disc of the invention is distinguished by being
formed in turn by at least three, as there could be more,
disc-shaped parts the structural configuration of which
provides greater heat dissipation capacity in the assem-
bly of the clutch system.
[0012] To that end, said heat dissipation disc proposed
by the present invention specifically comprises two outer
parts or outer discs made of steel, and one ventilated
central part or disc made of the same steel material or a
different material, for example, carbon fiber, acting as a
spacer between the outer discs, the three discs being
attached to one another concentrically like a sandwich,
determining an overall thickness which will logically be
the same as the thickness of the steel discs they replace
in order to fit into the space provided in the drum or crown
wheel; therefore the thickness is significantly smaller in
each of them, and the central disc preferably having the
smallest thickness.
[0013] In any case, the central spacer separating disc
is a ventilated disc as it has a series of open grooves on
its surface with an exit on one of the edges thereof, where-
as the outer discs have a series of notches covering part
of the grooves of the central disc, such that in addition
to providing, all together, a larger extension of surface
area to facilitate heat dissipation, the grooves of the cen-
tral disc provide at the same time a pathway for the pas-
sage of the centrifuged oil therethrough, which also fa-
cilitates heat dissipation.
[0014] All this results in a heat dissipation disc that is
particularly useful for when the clutch is slipping due to
use in enduro and trial motorcycles in which it is common
to slip the clutch, given that a lot of heat is generated in
conventional steel discs that do not have sufficient ca-
pacity to dissipate the generated heat.
[0015] With this solution the surface area for dissipat-
ing the generated heat is increased, and a centrifuged
oil flow which further improves the heat dissipation ca-
pacity is assured at the same time.
[0016] Another problem solved by the disc of the in-
vention is the difficulty of producing steel discs that are
flat enough so that there is no residual torque when the
clutch is open, this also being very critical in enduro and
trial motorcycles in which a great deal of clutch control
is required.
[0017] Since the disc is made from multiple discs of
smaller thickness, the complexity involved in attaining a
completely flat disc is reduced, and the reduction of the
residual torque is therefore greatly improved without the
production process being so critical.
[0018] By dividing each disc into a sandwich of multiple
discs, it also allows using different materials in each of
these discs in order to optimize costs.
[0019] In view of the foregoing, it can be stated that
the described heat dissipation disc for a clutch mecha-
nism represents an innovative structure having structural
and constitutive features that were unknown up until now,
and these reasons, combined with its practical useful-

ness, give the invention sufficient grounds for obtaining
the exclusive right that is sought.

Description of the Drawings

[0020] To complement the description that is being
made and for the purpose of aiding to better understand
the features of the invention, a set of drawings is attached
to the present specification as an integral part thereof in
which the following has been depicted with an illustrative
and non-limiting character:

Figure 1 shows an exploded plan view of an example
of the heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism
object of the invention, where the parts and elements
the invention comprises can be seen.
Figure 2 shows an also exploded perspective view
of the same example of the disc of the invention,
where in this case the difference in thickness be-
tween the outer discs and the central disc can be
seen.
Figure 3 shows a plan view of the same example of
the heat dissipation disc according to the invention
shown in the preceding drawings, but in this case
depicted with the discs attached to and overlapping
one another, where the arrangement of the ventila-
tion grooves of the central disc can be seen by means
of dashed lines, and with the notches of the outer
discs overlapping said grooves, allowing oil to flow
therethrough.
Figure 4 shows a section view of the dissipation disc
of the invention with the discs the invention compris-
es attached to one another, according to section A-
A indicated in Figure 3.
Figure 5 shows an enlarged view of detail B of the
dissipation disc indicated in Figure 4.

Preferred Embodiment of the Invention

[0021] In view of the mentioned drawings and accord-
ing to the numbering used, a non-limiting embodiment of
the heat dissipation disc for the proposed clutch mech-
anism which comprises the parts and elements indicated
and described in detail below, can be seen therein.
[0022] In this sense, as seen in said drawings and as
indicated in the preceding sections, the dissipation disc
(1) in question is applicable for the incorporation thereof
in a variable number, alternatingly intercalated between
the friction discs of an oil-immersed multi-disc clutch
(which is not depicted as it is a sufficiently known mech-
anism), being provided with inner or outer toothing (2)
for engaging either the crankshaft or the gearshift, having
the particularity of being formed from at least two outer
discs (3) and a central spacer disc (4) that are attached
to one another concentrically like a sandwich, the central
disc (4) having a series of open grooves (41) on its sur-
face with an exit on one of the edges thereof, and the
outer discs (3) which are completely smooth and solid,
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i.e., not having grooves, having a plurality of notches (41)
on one of the edges thereof, said grooves (41) and said
notches (31) determining an increased surface area on
the edges of the dissipation disc (1) which favors heat
dissipation.
[0023] Said notches (31) of the outer discs (3) are fur-
thermore arranged such that they cover part of the
grooves (41) of the central disc (4), as seen in Figure 3,
specifically covering the starting point (42) of all the
grooves (41), i.e., the point opposite the point of exit of
the edge on which said grooves (1) in the central disc (4)
of the dissipation disc (1) are open to allow oil to flow
therethrough.
[0024] Preferably, the central spacer disc (4) further-
more has a smaller thickness (g) than the outer discs (3),
the latter in turn having a smaller thickness than the con-
ventional disc they replace, and both the discs preferably
have the same thickness. In any case, however, the sum
of the thickness of the outer discs (3) and the central disc
(4), i.e., of the dissipation disc (1), will always be equal
to the thickness of said conventional disc which this dis-
sipation disc (1) replaces.
[0025] In the preferred embodiment, when the dissipa-
tion disc (1) is a disc having an inner toothing (2) for
engaging the gearshift through the hub, the point of exit
of the grooves (41) of the central spacer disc (4) is on
the outer edge thereof and the starting point (42), which
is circular and slightly greater than the width of the rest
of the groove (41), is located in all of them close to the
inner edge of the disc.
[0026] More specifically, said starting point (42) of each
groove (41) of the central disc (4) is located coinciding
with an imaginary circumference close to the inner edge
of said disc, and preferably grouped into intermediate
segments existing between the spaces of the toothing
(2) of said inner edge, the grooves of each of said groups
projecting in diverging directions in order to cover the
greatest length possible and thereby determine a larger
extension of surface area of material through which heat
will be dissipated.
[0027] The notches (31) of the outer discs (3) are in
turn also incorporated on the inner edge thereof, specif-
ically intercalated between the spaces of the notch (2)
that said discs (3) also have, with the shape and position
coinciding with the spaces of the notches of the central
disc (4), such that the starting points (42) of the grooves
of the central disc (4) are not covered up by the body of
the outer discs (3), but rather are open as they are cov-
ered by said notches (31), allowing oil to flow into the
grooves (41) which, with the rotation of the discs, is cen-
trifuged towards the point of exit of the grooves located
on the outer edge, providing an even more effective heat
dissipation.
[0028] Finally, it must be pointed out that the outer
discs (3) are always made of steel, whereas the central
disc (4), while it can also be made of steel, is preferably
made of a different material, for example carbon fiber
sheet or another similar material in terms of lightweight-

ness and strength.
[0029] Having sufficiently described the nature of the
present invention as well as the way of putting it into
practice, it is not considered necessary to further de-
scribe the invention so that a person skilled in the art can
comprehend the scope thereof and the advantages de-
rived from it, stating that within its essential nature, the
present invention could be carried out to practice in other
embodiments differing in detail from that indicated by way
of example, and such embodiments would also be grant-
ed the protection that is sought provided that the funda-
mental principle thereof is not altered, changed or mod-
ified.

Claims

1. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism appli-
cable for the incorporation thereof in a variable
number, alternatingly intercalated between the fric-
tion discs of an oil-immersed multi-disc clutch, and
being provided with inner or outer toothing (2) for
engaging either the crankshaft or the gearshift, char-
acterized by being configured from at least two solid
outer steel discs (3) and a central spacer disc (4), all
of them being attached to one another concentrically
like a sandwich; and wherein the central disc (4) has
a series of open grooves (41) on its surface with an
exit on one of the edges thereof, and the outer discs
(3) have a plurality of notches (31) on one of the
edges thereof, said grooves (41) and said notches
(31) determining an increased surface area on the
edges of the dissipation disc (1).

2. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to claim 1, characterized in that the notches
(31) of the outer discs (3) are arranged such that
they cover part of the grooves (41) of the central disc
(4), allowing oil to flow therethrough.

3. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to claim 2, characterized in that the notches
(31) of the outer discs (3) are arranged such that
they cover the starting point (42) of all the grooves
(41) of the central spacer disc (4), i.e., the point op-
posite the point of exit of the edge on which said
open grooves (41) in the central disc (4) are located.

4. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to claim 3, characterized in that it has an inner
toothing (2) for engaging the gearshift through the
hub; in that the grooves (41) of the central disc (4)
have the point of exit on the outer edge thereof and
the starting point (42) of all of them close to the inner
edge of the disc; and in that the notches (31) of the
outer discs (3) are also incorporated on the inner
edge thereof.
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5. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to claim 4, characterized in that the starting
point (42) of each groove (41) of the central spacer
disc (4) is located coinciding with an imaginary cir-
cumference close to the inner edge of said disc,
grouped into intermediate segments existing be-
tween the spaces of the toothing (2) of said inner
edge, and the notches (31) of the outer discs (3) are
also incorporated on the inner edge thereof, interca-
lated between the spaces of the notch (2) that said
outer discs (3) also have, with the shape and position
coinciding with the spaces of the notches (2) of the
central disc (4), such that the starting points (42) of
the grooves of the central disc (4) are open as they
are covered by said notches (31), allowing oil to flow
into the grooves (31) which, with the rotation of the
discs, is centrifuged towards the point of exit of the
grooves located on the outer edge.

6. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to claim 5, characterized in that the grooves
(41) of each group of starting points (42) project in
diverging directions.

7. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to any of claims 3 to 6, characterized in that the
starting point (42) of the grooves (41) of the central
disc (4) is circular and slightly greater than the width
of the rest of the groove (41).

8. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 7, characterized in that the
two outer discs (3) are identical.

9. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 8, characterized in that the
central disc (4) has a smaller thickness (g) than the
outer discs (3).

10. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 9, characterized in that the
central disc (4) is made of steel.

11. Heat dissipation disc for a clutch mechanism accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 9, characterized in that the
central disc (4) is made of carbon fiber sheet.
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